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THE 2019 ANTHOLOGY

Some of today’s up-and-coming creators deliver
ten amazing stories full of heart, action and adventure.
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Scifies is a comic book anthology launched in 2014 by comic writer and artist Ramon

Gil. This edition features work from several rising stars as well as seasoned veterans of the
comic book industry. We hope you’ll enjoy these ten tantalizing tales of science fiction!
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down to earth
Story by Ramon Gil • Art by Derwin Roberson

You gotta
be shitting me!
A spaceship?

Yes, Mister President.
And it’s roughly the size
of Manhattan.

Holy Crap.

What the hell am I
Suppose to do in a
case like this?

The joint-chiefs,
the secretary of state and
the national security advisor
are ready to meet with you
in the situation room
in ten minutes.

Give it to me.
It’s
moving!

A slow trajectory
descent with touchdown
in twenty-four hours.
We’ve calculated
the location.

Down To Earth

AFRiCA!
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Ocean of Emptyness
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Social Media for Dogs
Cool!
Time to
“Log in.”

K-9?
Einstein?
Moffit?

It’s
Porthos!

Social Media for Dogs

Words by Ramon Gil
Art by Jan Marc Quisumbing

Let’s
see now.
Is that
Dug?

Porthos?

“Hi,
Porthos!”
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The Long Event Horizon
Written by Robert J. Sodaro • Art by Ramon Gil • Colors by Macareña Cortes • Lettering by Chase Bluestone
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What happens when a deranged writer getS a hold
of some public domain pages from the golden age of comics?
Well, you’re about to find out!

Original story by Joe Gill and Dick Malmgren for Out of this world #8 (may 1958)
from Charlton publications • Rewritten by ramon Gil
A spaceship?!
Finally! a break from
the boredom!

This might be my
chance with cousin
frank. He’s such
a geek.

Emergency Landing

MADGE has been sent by her parents to her
kin on a farm because of all the trouble
she’s been causing.
this place iS just
driving me out of my
mind. I feel like a nun!
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Last Survivor
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